Caxtonian
2371 and beyond
Caxtonians are huge, hairy humanoids who hail from Caxton IX (Alpha
Quadrant), a Class L (Ice) planet. They have long hair over the whole of their
bodies except for their face which is bare for females & males sport longhanging mustaches. The males average 2.5m in height & weigh in at
220-260lbs. While the females are much smaller & weigh between 160-200lbs
on average. They are one of the few species who give Klingons a run for their
money in personal combat. Generally, only males travel off-world as the
females are the caretakers of the planet & their children. They have a spatial
awareness that makes them some of the best pilots in the galaxy. They,
instinctively, know where they are going & can guide themselves by the stars
alone.
Names: They cluster in clans & their surnames are there clan names. The
males given names are gruff & multi-syllabic while the females are softer &
mono-syllabic.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Tell me where you want to go and I will get you there.
Attributes: Control+2, Daring+1, Fitness+2, Reason -2.
TRAIT:
Caxtonians have few social graces, fiery tempers & an unpleasant body
odor. As they are seldom welcomed by most other species, when dealing
with social interactions/conflicts they increase the difficulty by 3, to a
maximum of 5. They are quite gullible & simple-minded. They are much
stronger than most humanoids so there base damage is 2CD for there
Unarmed attacks (Non-lethal), instead of 1.
Talents:
Caxtonians, or with GM's permission.

Exceptional Pilots
Requirement:
Caxtonians have natural piloting skills & you gain 2d20 to any rolls
related to the Conn Discipline. Also, you lower the difficulty of any
Conn-related rolls by 1, minimum of 1. They gain Astronavigation as a
bonus focus.

Cold Immunity
Requirement:
Caxtonians are virtually impervious to the effects of cold temperatures
and arctic conditions. You do not suffer any Difficulty penalties for tasks
made in cold environments & you gain an additional 1d20 for any tasks
you make under these conditions.
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